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ABSTRACT

The interaction of building lighting and HVAC systems, and the effects on cooling load and

lighting system performance, are being evaluated using a full-scale test facility at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology. The results from a number of test configurations are

described, including measurements of lighting system efficiency and cooling load due to lighting.

The effect of lighting and HVAC system design and operation on performance is evaluated.

Design considerations are discussed.
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1 . Introduction

Energy requirements for commercial buildings are primarily attributable to lighting, heating,

cooling and ventilation. As energy resources continue to diminish, and energy costs and

demands continue to rise, building designers, owners and occupants look for means to

improve building energy efficiency and control peak thermal loads. The emphasis on

improved thermal performance has led to the development of better w'indows and building

envelope components, more efficient lighting and HVAC equipment and intelligent,

integrated control systems.

In the midst of these advances in building technology, building designers are faced with the

task of selecting the appropriate building components and equipment in order to achieve

optimum total performance. The total building performance, as distinct from individual

component performance, includes the integrated effects of the entire building with its

lighting, HVAC and control systems interacting in a realistic manner, both among themselves

and with the building occupants.

The interactions among building sub-systems are important for two reasons. First, no

building component exists in a vacuum. It is always part of a larger framework and subject

to variable conditions and demands. Unless the interactions between different building

components are considered, design decisions may just be plain wTong. Second, optimum

system performance cannot be achieved without evaluating the performance of the total

system because of the interdependence of performance characteristics. Once the individual

component performance characteristics have been maximized, further improvement can only

be obtained by optimizing total system performance.

The need to consider the interactions betw^een building systems and components puts extreme

demands on design procedures and tools. Traditional design methods have been based on

separately evaluating each component with little regard for other building systems. Thus, the

lighting system would be designed independently from the HVAC system, without regard for

optimizing the combined system performance.

This research project is intended to provide technical information to enable the interactions

between the lighting and HVAC system to be understood and utilized to provide for efficient

combined system performance. In this manner, both lighting system efficiency and cooling

load control can be achieved.

Lighting in commercial buildings is the single largest user of electric energy, typically

ranging from 25 to 50 percent of total building electrical energy requirements. In 1980, 2.8

(10^^) Btu (2.95 (10^^) kJ) of energy was used for lighting for a resulting total cost of over

40 billion dollars annually [1]. An overall increase in lighting efficiency of one percent

would produce a savings of 400 million dollars a year.
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The performance of the dominant commercial light source, the fluorescent lamp, is strongly

dependent on thermal conditions. Both lamp light output and power consumption vary with

minimum lamp wall temperature as much as 20 percent under typically encountered

conditions. Proper control of room thermal conditions can ensure that the lamps are

operating at their most efficient level.

In addition to the electrical energy purchased and used for lighting itself, heat dissipated from

the lighting system adds to the building cooling load in summer, and decreases the heating

requirements in winter. Controlling peak cooling loads in summer is of particular interest to

electric utilities which have to reduce summer peaks to control peak electric power demands

on hot summer afternoons. Due to finite electric power generation resources, steady electric

power demands make most efficient use of electric power generation facilities. The capital

cost of expansion of generating capacity has, in turn, led to greater costs to the user in the

form of demand charges and ratchet clauses. A demand charge usually takes the form of a

higher unit cost for electrical power during periods of heavy system-wide usage. Demand
charges frequently are assessed from late morning through early evening.

A ratchet clause ties the unit cost for electric power for the entire year to the maximum
electric power demand over a specified interval. The interval might be several hours or

longer during periods of heavy usage. With this sort of clause, even a single day of

excessive electrical demand could result in significant increases in the total annual cost of

lighting energy. Higher peak cooling loads also require larger equipment sizes to maintain

comfort conditions, resulting in higher first costs.

This report is part of a research effort to determine energy transfer from lighting systems to

building spaces and to evaluate the performance of lighting and HVAC equipment as

influenced by typical operating conditions and equipment configurations. The program is co-

funded by the U.S. Department of Energy and the Electric Power Research Institute. The
objective of the research effort is to develop procedures to promote the design of efficient

lighting and HVAC systems, leading to energy and cost savings. A combination of detailed

full scale measurements of lighting and HVAC system performance and related computer

simulations forms the basis of the approach to these issues. More detailed information on the

experimental plan and test facility design are contained in [2] and [3].

A full-scale test facility was constructed to simulate an office space. The test facility was

extensively instrumented to allow the measurement of lighting levels, electrical power

consumption, heat transfer and temperatures. Various lighting and HVAC system designs

have been tested, along with other room-related parameters. The parameters which have

been varied include:

- luminaire type

- lamp type

- number of lamps per luminaire

- room air temperature
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- airflow rate, constant and variable

- return airflow path

- carpet

- furnishings

- internal electric loads

A detailed computer model of the test facility has been developed and is being used to extend

the measurement results [3]. This model will also form the basis of a sub-routine which can

be incorporated into larger building energy analysis computer program.

This report describes the results from an analysis of a series of measurements of lighting

system efficiency and cooling load due to lighting. The effects of lighting and HVAC design

and operation on lighting system power input, light output and efficiency are presented. The
effect of lighting and HVAC design on cooling load due to lighting, particularly peak cooling

load, is examined. Correlations are described and presented to aid in the design of efficient

lighting and HVAC systems.

2. Background

There are two major issues associated with the interaction of lighting and HVAC systems in

buildings. One issue is the efficiency of the lighting system. Energy for lighting and the

number of luminaires required to provide the desired light levels will be minimized if the

luminaires are operated at their efficiency temperature. The total heat gain to the building

space from the luminaire would also be minimized at this condition, meaning minimum
cooling loads from lighting. Luminaire temperatures are determined by the total room
thermal environment, including air and surface temperatures, airflow rates, and supply and

return air configurations.

Figure 1 shows the energy distribution components from a lighting fixture, or luminaire. All

of the electrical energy input to the luminaire is dissipated into the building space as visible

light, convection, conduction or thermal radiation. Some of the energy goes into the room
and some into the plenum if there is one present. The net effect of all of these modes of

heat transfer determine the luminaire heat balance and equilibrium temperature.

The second issue relates to the peak cooling loads due to lighting. When a lighting system is

switched on, all of the electrical power input does not show up as cooling load immediately,

because of heat storage in building components, plenum air (if any) and the luminaires

themselves. Of course, once the lights are turned off, the stored heat will be dissipated to

the room air and eventually appear as cooling load. Thus, peak cooling loads due to lighting

can be controlled by channeling some of the energy dissipated by the luminaire into

components such as floor and ceiling slabs, walls and furnishings, thereby redistributing the

cooling load due to lighting over a longer period of time.
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Figure 2 shows a typical profile of cooling load due only to lighting for cyclic daily

operation of the lights. The cooling load is plotted relative to the lighting power. Maximum
cooling load due to lighting occurs just before the lights are switched off. The difference

between the peak cooling load due to lighting and the lighting input power is the peak load

reduction.

Maximum light output and power consumption occur when the lamp cold spot is

approximately 104°F (40°C), although they do not necessarily occur at exactly the same

temperature, as shown in figure 3. Maximum lamp luminous efficacy also occurs near

104°F (40°C) usually coincident with the point of maximum light output. The exact

temperature dependence of different lamps varies somewhat, but all display the same general

behavior as shown in figure 3 [4].

Other factors also influence fluorescent lamp performance including lamp length and

diameter, lamp loading and argon pressure. However, these other factors are usually fixed

for a particular lamp installation, and not dependent on thermal conditions. On the other

hand, the thermal conditions to which a fluorescent luminaire, that is the lamp and fixture

combination, is exposed can significantly alter lamp temperature, and thus, lamp

performance. These thermal conditions include air temperatures, airflow conditions near the

luminaire and thermal radiation exchange with surrounding surfaces. It is important to note

that the thermal environment is somewhat under the control of the building designer,

allowing it to be tailored to promote efficient luminaire operating conditions.

3. Test Facility

The test facility is constructed on a slab 30 ft. 6 in. (9.30 m) by 21 ft. 4 in. (6.50 m) within

the large NIST environmental chamber. The facility is divided into two sections, a large

insulated shell enclosing the test room area, and a smaller attached control room for housing

instrumentation. The overall height is 20 ft. 10 1/2 in. (6.36 m), while the control room
ceiling height is 13 ft. 2 1/2 in. (4.03 m). The test room floor slab is elevated to

accommodate a lower plenum beneath the floor, and all other room surfaces are adjacent to

temperature-controlled guard air spaces. Duplicate lighting and HVAC systems are installed

in both the test room plenum and the lower plenum. Figure 4 shows a cut-away schematic

view of the test facility. The majority of the ductwork is not shown in this figure.

The test room floor and ceiling slabs are 2 1/2 inch (63.5 mm) thick concrete built on steel

decks supported by a structural steel framework. The test room walls are constructed of

gypsum drywall on steel studs. The initial test configuration is four interior walls.

The lighting system locations in the test room and lower plenum are identical. The edges of

the floor slabs extend slightly beyond the walls, while the ceiling slab separates the side

guard air spaces from the upper guard air space. Small access doors allow entry into the
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guard air spaces. A large double door opens from the north guard air space. Another door

connects the test room/guard air portion of the test facility with steps leading to the floor of

the control room.

The operation of the test facility, data collection and control of measurements is by a

personal computer based data acquisition and control system. The system consists of an IBM
AT and three Keithly Series 500 units. The computer collects data and controls the heaters

and fan and other measurement parameters under the control of a specialized computer

program written in SOFT500, an extended version of BASIC. A total of 398 parameters are

sampled every 12 seconds and recorded at two minute intervals.

The primary measurement parameters are lighting power, cooling load, return airflow rate

and room temperature. Additional measurements of air and surface temperatures, heat flows

and light levels are intended to supply supporting information. Some of the measurements

also serve as feedback signals for the control loops, such as the floor and wall thermopiles.

Lighting power is measured using a solid state transducer with a current output proportional

to power consumption. This sensor was calibrated at NIST and found to have an uncertainty

of less than 0.1 percent.

The cooling load for the test room is given by:

Q = mCpAT = (AF) (p) (Cp) (Tret - Tsup)

where: m
P

Cp

Tret

Tsup

= mass flow rate of air

= density of standard air

= specific heat of air

= return air temperature

= supply air temperature

( 1 )

The test room air temperature is measured with an array of 64 thermocouples, in a four by

four by four grid. The upper 16 thermocouples are in the plenum, while the average of the

48 thermocouples below the suspended ceiling is used as the room temperature control point.

Temperature measurement uncertainty is 0.75 °F (0.42°C).

Thermopiles are used extensively to control the test room boundary conditions. The most

typical boundary condition is to simulate a test room surrounded by similar spaces. Thus,

wall temperature conditions would be symmetric about the center plane of each test room
wall, and the surface temperature would remain equal on both sides of the wall. The average

temperature difference across each wall is measured using Type T thermopiles with 30 pairs

of junctions. The control system attempts to keep the thermopile readings equal to zero by

varying the power supplied to each electric duct heater. When the lights are switched on, the

interior of the test room walls begin to heat up, causing an imbalance in surface temperatures
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across the walls which is sensed by the thermopile which, in turn, causes the control signal

to the appropriate heater to increase. In this manner, heat can be stored in the gypsum board

walls, but no net heat flow through the wall will occur. The control of the lower plenum

and upper guard air space is also accomplished using thermopiles.

Both steady state and transient tests can be run in the test facility. Steady state tests involve

establishing a test configuration and allowing conditions to stabilize. The transient tests

involve the response of cooling load due to sudden switching of the lighting system as shown

in figure 5. Thus, the test facility goes from one steady state condition, either lights on or

off, to the other steady state condition. Periodic operation of the lighting and/or internal

electric equipment is also possible.

The test facility is essentially a guarded calorimeter being operated in a calibrated mode,

with the test room functioning as a calorimeter. The design and method of operation is

similar to the NRC test facility [5] which was used to determine the lighting cooling load

factors which are contained in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [6]. The procedures

for operating a guarded calorimeter are detailed in ASTM Standard C-236. Guard air spaces

are used to minimize unwanted heat transfer. However, some unwanted heat transfer will

occur for large test facilities. Thus, the principles of operating a calibrated hot box, as

described in ASTM Standard C-976 are utilized. This involves correcting the measured

cooling loads by subtracting any excess heat gains or losses as determined through

calibration. The steady-state lights-off and lights-on conditions provide the two calibrated

points needed to calibrate the cooling load measurement. The metered lighting input power

functions as the cooling load reference.

Examples of measurement data are shown in the following series of figures, for a transient

lights-on test. Figure 6 shows cooling load, lighting power and supply-return airflow rate.

The test room was initially at equilibrium with the lights off. At time zero the lighting

system was energized and the room cooling load begun to increase. At the same time, the

plenum air temperature increases, as shown in figure 7, while room air temperature is held

constant. Heat storage in the floor and ceiling slabs causes their temperature to increase, as

shown in figure 8. Similarly, the plenum wall temperature increases more than the room
walls, as shown in figure 9. The fluorescent lamps heat up very quickly, as shown in figure

10 .

The measured cooling load is fitted with a double exponential curve as shown in figure 11.

The exponential curve is a compact way to represent the measured data, and leads to the

weighting factors. The details of the double exponential curve fit and derivation of the

extended weighting factors is given in [3].
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4. Results

Table 1 summarizes the basic testing configurations. The primary test parameters are

luminaire type, return air path and lamp type. The items listed under sensitivity tests were

varied to determine their impact on lighting and HVAC system performance.

Table 1 - Basic Test Configurations

Lamps Luminaire Return Air Path

4 ® 40W 4 parabolic ceiling grill

4 @ 40W 4 parabolic side slots

4 @ 40W 4 parabolic lamp compartment

4 @ 40W 4 acrylic lens ceiling grill

4 @ 40W 4 acrylic lens lamp compartment

2 @ 40W 4 acrylic lens ceiling grill

2 @ 40W 4 acrylic lens lamp compartment

2 @ 40W 4 acrylic lens static plenum

2 @ 40W 3 acrylic lens ceiling grill

2 @ 40W 3 acrylic lens lamp compartment

2 @ 34W 3 acrylic lens ceiling grill

2 @ 34W 3 acrylic lens lamp compartment

Sensitivity Tests

- Carpet
- Furnishings
- Auxiliary Electric

- Airflow Rate
- Room Air Temperature

Controls
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The measurement results fall generally into two categories, those related to lighting system

performance and efficiency, and those related to cooling load profiles. Of course, there is

some interdependence between these two categories, since lighting efficiency influences

cooling loads. However, even for a fixed lighting system efficiency, considerable variation

in peak cooling load due to lighting can occur as a function of HVAC system design and

operation, and room configuration.

Before the detailed measurement results are presented, a summary of the general results and

trends will be discussed. The basis for these results and supporting information will follow.

Some of the general results will likely seem to follow common sense, as they should. Their

impact lies in the detailed quantitative information which verified their significance and the

magnitude of their influence. A number of general trends and conclusions can be identified

upon examining the measured results.

One major finding is that while lamp light output, power input and efficiency vary with

temperature over a large range, the range of lamp temperatures which can be expected to

occur under typical operating conditions is very limited for a particular luminaire type. The

possible range of lamp temperatures varies with luminaire type, but for a particular luminaire

minimum lamp temperatures elevation above room temperature will lie within a band of

about 6 to 10“F (3.3 to 5.5°C) for an extreme range of operating conditions. That is, as

airflow rate, air temperature and airflow configuration are varied, minimum lamp

temperature elevation over room air temperature varies only 6 to 10 “F (3.3 to 5.5° C).

Thus, a 4-lamp fixture with an acrylic lens will always operate on the too warm side of the

lamp efficiency curve. Energy efficiency and light output can be improved using lamp

compartment return, but optimum lamp temperatures cannot be achieved under reasonable

operating conditions. At the other extreme, a 2-lamp luminaire with 34W lamps will always

be too cool if lamp compartment return is used. The implication for design is that each

luminaire type has a particular limited range of operating temperatures. The luminaire type

and HVAC design must be selected so that the optimum lamp temperature can be achieved.

Methods for doing this are described in the detailed results.

Another finding is that airflow rate has a limited impact on cooling load profiles, and thus,

peak cooling loads due to lighting. Peak cooling loads are primarily dependent on the long

term heat storage characteristics of the room, primarily the floor and ceiling slabs. Unless

other methods of external heat storage are implemented, such as rock beds or ice storage, or

control strategies are used, peak cooling loads cannot be altered to a great extent.

The use of carpet is beneficial because it allows the floor slab to heat up more, thereby

storing more heat and slowing down the pickups of cooling load. The plenum area is the

best place to store the heat from the lighting system for a number of reasons. First, both the

lighting system (heat source) and floor slabs (heat storage) are in contact with the plenum.

Second, there may be other structural elements in the plenum for additional heat storage.

Third, the plenum can heat up without disturbing the building occupants in the conditioned

space.
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The effect of furnishings, such as desks, chairs and file cabinets, is to slightly speed up the

pickup of cooling load due to lights. The furnishings absorb radiant energy from the lighting

system and transfer it to the room air by convection. Although the furnishings add more
thermal mass to the room, it is in the conditioned space where it cannot heat up much,

thereby allowing little additional heat storage.

The following sections describe more detailed measurement results.

4.1 Lighting System Performance and Efficiency

As was mentioned in the general results, each luminaire type responds to the thermal

environment provided by the room and HVAC system in a characteristic manner.

Equilibrium minimum lamp temperatures vary with room air temperature, airflow rate and

return air path. As lamp temperatures change, so do light output and power consumption.

Measurements were made of average minimum lamp temperatures, light output and power

consumption at equilibrium for a number of different room and HVAC conditions likely to

be encountered in office buildings. Room air temperature was varied from 70 to 80 'F (21.1

to 26.6°C), while airflow rate was varied from 120 to 200 cfm (.0566 to .0944 rn^/s) or

from 0.7 to 1.2 cfm/tf of floor area (.00356 to .0061 m^/s/m~; i.e., .00356 to .0061 m^/s

air flow per m^ of floor area). Return air was extracted from the room either through a

ceiling grill or through the luminaires (lamp compartment return). In one case, return air

was extracted through slots around the perimeter of the luminaires (side slot return), but this

was found to be very similar to ceiling grill return.

Table 2 presents a summary of lamp temperature results for the various lighting systems.

The elevation of minimum lamp temperature is reported for each configuration. These

include various airflow rates and room air temperatures. Three values are tabulated,

including the minimum, mean and maximum elevation of minimum lamp wall temperature

above room air temperature.

The results in Table 2 indicate that the acrylic lens luminaire operated about 10 to 15°F (5.7

to 8.3 °C) warmer than the open cell parabolic luminaire, due to the entrapment of heat by

the acrylic lens. Lamp compartment return reduce minimum lamp temperatures by 10°F

(5.67°C) for the parabolic luminaire, and 8 to 10®F (4.4 to 5.7®C) for the acrylic lens

luminaire. The relatively open design of the parabolic diffuser took better advantage of the

cooling effect of the lamp compartment venting.

The two lamp acrylic luminaires operated about 7 to 12®F (3.9 to 6.7°C) cooler than a

similar four lamp luminaire, with 40W lamps. The 34W lamps were substantially cooler

than the 40W lamps, being lower by 8 to 10®F (4.4 to 5.7® C). This reduction in

temperature was significantly greater than the ratio of power input, which was about 85

percent, and merits further study.

Lamp temperatures were very similar for the ceiling grill and side slot air returns.

Evidently, the cooling effect of the return air requires lamp compartment extract.
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Table 2 - Lamp Temperature Elevations

Number Luminaire Return

of Lamps Tvpe Air Path

4 @ 40W Parabolic ceil, grill

4 @ 40W Parabolic side slots

4 @ 40W Parabolic lamp comp.

4 @ 40W Aery, lens ceil, grill

4 @ 40W Aery, lens lamp comp.

2 @ 40W Aery, lens ceil, grill

2 @ 40W Aery, lens lamp comp.

2 @ 34W Aery, lens ceil, grill

2 @ 34W Aery, lens lamp comp.

Minimum Lamp °F (°C)

Temperature Elevation

Minimum Mean Maximum

37.1 (2.81)

36.0 (2.22)

24.9 (-3.94)

38.5 (3.61)

37.6 (3.11)

27.9 (-2.28)

39.3 (4.06)

39.4 (4.11)

30.9 (-.61)

46.6 (8.11)

40.3 (4.61)

48.4 (9.11)

42.8 (6.0)

50.5 (10.28)

44.8 (7.11)

38.5 (3.61)

27.5 (-2.5)

40.4 (4.67)

30.9 (-.61)

43.2 (6.22)

34.5 (1.39)

28.2 (-2.11)

18.8 (-7.33)

30.8 (-.67)

22.5 (-5.28)

33.0 (.56)

25.3 (-3.72)

4.1.1 Four Lamp Acrylic Lens Luminaire

As would be expected, the 4 lamp fixtures operate at the warmest temperatures. This is

especially true for the acrylic lens fixture, which encloses the lamps between the housing and

the lens. Measurements of lighting power input, light output and lamp temperature were

made for a number of airflow rates and room air temperatures. Airflow rates ranged from

approximately 120 to 200 cfm (.0566 to .0944 m^/s), and room air temperature was

controlled to 70, 75 and 80“F (21.1, 23.9 and 26.7°C). The minimum lamp temperature

was defined as the average of the individual luminaire lamp temperature minima. There

were four luminaires, each with four 40W lamps, for a total of 16 lamps.

Figure 12 shows the measured average minimum lamp wall temperatures (AMLWT) for the

4 lamp acrylic lens luminaire. Two air return paths are included; ceiling grill return (CG)

and lamp compartment extract (LC). In both cases, the luminaires were mounted in a vented
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ceiling plenum, flush with the suspended ceiling. AMLWT varied from 109°F to 129 ‘F

(42.8 to 53.9®C) over all of the tests. With the ceiling grill return, AMLWT is always

above 118“F (47.8°C), usually about 5 to 8‘F (2.8 to 4.4°C) warmer than with lamp

compartment return.

In all cases, the lamps are warmer than the optimum temperature of about 104 *F (40 ®C).

Only the lamp compartment return with a room air temperature of 70°F (21.1°C) approaches

energy efficient lamp temperature conditions.

Lamp temperatures are more sensitive to airflow rate with lamp compartment return than

with ceiling grill return, since the return air is more strongly linked convectively to the lamps

when it passes through the lamp compartment. This effect can be seen more readily in

figure 13, which shows the elevation of AMLWT above room air temperature for the various

test conditions. With ceiling griU return, AMLWT elevation is about 47 to 51 °F (8.33 to

10.6°C), with one exception. There is only a slight cooling effect associated with increased

airflow. With lamp compartment return, on the other hand, AMLWT is about 5*F (2.78°C)

cooler at the highest airflow rate than at the lowest, ranging from about 40 to 45°F (4.4 to

7.2°C). The effect of room air temperature is normalized by plotting AMLWT elevation.

The AMLWT elevation can be used to estimate lamp temperatures for various room air

temperatures and air return configurations, by adding the AMLWT elevation to the desired

room air temperature.

Figure 14 shows the variations in lighting power, light output and luminous efficacy which

occurred at the various test conditions, plotted versus AMLWT for the ceiling grill return.

Figure 15 shows similar data for the lamp compartment return. In each plot, values are

normalized to the maximum values for each condition (i.e. relative lighting power-LP,

relative light output-LD, relative luminous efficacy-LE). It is clear that for the ceiling grill

return the lamps are operating in the overheated range, since lower AMLWT’ s provided

higher lighting power and light output. Efficiency varies by 10 percent, and light output by

nearly 12 percent for the various test conditions.

For the lamp compartment return, performance is better, with only 5 percent variations

apparent in luminous efficacy. This indicates that though the average of the minimum lamp

wall temperatures may be above the 104°F (40 °C) optimum, some of the individual lamp

minimum lamp wall temperatures may be near the optimum. Lighting power and light

output are monitored for the ensemble of 16 lamps, each of which can have a unique local

thermal environment, and consequently, temperature distribution.

Figure 16 compares relative luminous efficacy for the lamp compartment and ceiling grill

returns as functions of AMLWT. This shows that although AMLWT’ s are similar for some

of the test conditions, efficiencies are higher for the lamp compartment return, and not as

variable.
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These results indicate that lamp compartment return is preferable for 4 lamp, acrylic lens

luminaires, which would otherwise operate at lamp temperatures that are too high.

4.1.2 Four Lamp Parabolic Diffuser Luminaire

The measured AMLWT and temperature elevations for the 4 lamp parabolic luminaires are

shown in figures 17 and 18, respectively. AMLWT ’s range from 97 to 116°F (36.1 to 46.7

°C) for all of the conditions. In addition to the lamp compartment and ceiling grill air

returns, a side slot air return was tested. In the side slot configuration, air is drawn from the

room into the plenum return through slots around the perimeter of each luminaire. Lamp
temperatures were found to be very similar for both ceiling grill and side slot air returns,

ranging from 112 to 116“? (44.4 to 46.7°C) for a room air temperature of 75“F (23.9®C)

(the only room air temperature tested). Lamp temperatures varied more widely for lamp

compartment return, primarily due to the wide range of room air temperature conditions, but

also due to the influence of airflow rate. AMLWT elevations above room air temperature

were about 25 to 31 “F (-3.9 to -.6®C) for lamp compartment return, and 36 to 40“F (2.2 to

4.4°C) for ceiling grill and side slot returns.

The relative performance characteristics of the 4 lamp parabolic luminaire are shown in

figures 19, 20 and 21 for ceiling grill, side slots and lamp compartment returns, respectively.

These figures show that with ceiling grill and side slot air returns, lamp temperatures are

warmer than optimum, although only a slight effect (~ 2 percent) on efficiency and light

output was observed. This effect was small due to the narrow range of lamp temperatures

induced by the single room air temperature of 75“F (23.9° C). A wider range of room
temperatures, such as was used for the lamp compartment return, would have produced

greater variations. Efficiency varies by almost 5 percent for the lamp compartment return.

Lamp temperatures are clustered around the optimum of 104“F (40°C).

Figure 22 compares the relative luminous efficacies for the three return air paths.

Considerable scatter is apparent for the lamp compartment return results, due to measurement

noise. This problem was corrected following the lamp compartment return tests. However,

based on the measured lamp temperature ranges, the lamp compartment return appears to be

near the optimum lamp temperature, while the ceiling grill return is slightly warmer.

These results indicate that the 4-lamp parabolic luminaire is more efficient than a similar

luminaire with an acrylic lens, due to cooler lamp temperatures. Lamp compartment air

return is slightly better than ceiling grill or side slot returns, which are very similar in

performance.
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4.1.3 Two Lamp Acrylic Lens Luminaire

Three different configurations were tested for the 2 lamp acrylic lens luminaire. Two of the

configurations consisted of three fixtures with either 34 or 40W lamps. The third

configuration consisted of four fixtures with 40W lamps. These combinations were selected

to enable comparison of identical luminaire configurations with different wattage lamps, and

identical luminaire types with different numbers of luminaires.

It might be expected that a luminaire with higher wattage lamps would operate with warmer

lamp temperatures, due to the higher power input. It is also possible that four luminaires

will perform differently than three due to differences in supply air temperature and airflow

rate per luminaire. This is particularly true for the lamp compartment air return where for

the three luminaire configurations roughly one third of the return air is extracted through

each luminaire, compared to one fourth for the four luminaire configurations.

Figure 23 shows AMLWT for the four-luminaire configuration, while figure 24 shows the

temperature elevations. AMLWT ranged from 96 to 119°F (35.6 to 48.3°C), translating

into temperature elevations of about 30®F (16.7°C) for lamp compartment return, and 40°F

(22.2°C) for ceiling grill return. The relative performance characteristics for the ceiling grill

return are shown in figure 25, and lamp compartment return in figure 26. Lamp
temperatures are warmer than optimum for the ceiling grill return, but centered about the

optimum for lamp compartment return. The relative luminous efficacies of the two return

configuration are compared in figure 27.

Lamp temperatures were slightly cooler for the three luminaire configuration than the four-

luminaire configuration with 40W lamps, as shown in figures 28 and 29. This is probably

due to the lower lighting power per supply airflow rate. The lamp compartment return cools

the lamps about 6°F (3.3°C) below ceiling grill return. The relative performance

characteristics are shown in figure 30 for the ceiling grill return and figure 31 for the lamp

compartment return. Both conditions are near the optimum temperature range, although the

ceiling grill appears to be on the too warm side of the efficacy peak. In both cases,

efficiency varies by less than 3% over the range of conditions tested. Figure 32 compares

the luminous efficacies for the two return air configurations.

The final configuration consists of three luminaires with 34W lamps. Figures 33 and 34

show lamp temperatures and temperature elevations. Lamp temperatures are too cool for the

lamp compartment return, rising above room air temperature by only 20 to 25 °F (11.1 to

13.9®C). Lamp temperatures with the ceiling grill return, however, are nearly optimum,

about 29 to 33°F (16.1 to 18.3°C) warmer than room air. This effect is clear in the relative

performance plots in figures 35 and 36. Luminous efficacy peaks in the middle of the ceiling

grill return temperature range, while efficiency for the lamp compartment return is reduced

by nearly 20% in the worst case. Light output is also down 23%. The lamp compartment

return is clearly over-cooling the lamps. Figure 37 compares the luminous efficacies of the

two return configurations.
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4.2 Lighting Cooling Load Regression Analysis

The response of cooling load to a step change in lighting forms the basis of the evaluation of

cooling load due to dynamic lighting system operation. The measured cooling loads due to

lighting were fit with double exponential relations, which represent a compact form of

describing the step response of cooling load due to lighting. Weighting factors were

computed from the regression coefficients, and subsequently, cooling loads due to cyclic (i.e.

daily) operation of the lighting system were determined. The peak cooling loads during

cyclic operation of light were extracted from the periodic cooling load profiles.

The evaluation included the effect on cooling load of luminaire type, airflow rate, return air

path and other parameters such as carpeting and furnishings.

Airflow rate was varied through five ranges, though not for every test. Most configurations

were measured at the middle three airflow rates, with additional tests at very low or very

high airflows. Table 3 summarizes the airflow ranges used in the testing, expressed as total

airflow, airflow per floor area and airflow per luminaire.

Table 3 - Airflow Rates for Testing

Airflow

Ranee

Total Airflow,

cfm fm^/s X 10‘^1

Airflow per floor area,

cfm/ft^ (vc?lslvc? X lO'^l

Airflow per Luminaire,

cfm fm^/s X 10~^)

Four Luminaires Three Luminaires

Very Low 85-96 (40.1-45.3) 0.51-0.57 (2.59-2.90) 21-24 ( 9.9-11.3) 28-32 (13.2-15.1)

Low 127-144 (59.9-68.0) 0.76-0.86 (3.86-4.37) 32-36 (15.1-17.0) 42-48 (19.8-22.7)

Medium 169-192 (79.8-90.6) 1.01-1.14 (5.13-5.79) 42-48 (19.8-22.7) 56-64 (26.4-30.2)

High 214-240 ( 101-113 ) 1.27-1.43 (6.45-7.26) 54-60 (25.5-28.3) 71-80 (33.5-37.8)

Very High 321 (151) 1.91 (9.70) 80 (37.8) 107 (50.5)

The testing airflows are given in ranges due to variations in airflow settings and control

system operation over the course of the testing. Individual tests were conducted at constant

airflow rates, within the ranges listed.

Table 4 summarizes the measured cooling load results for all of the configurations. It

includes both the exponential regression coefficients C and D) and the weighting

factors {Ui, a2 y bj, b^. Cooling load due to a positive step change (turn lights on) in

lighting is given by;

\ - Ae-^‘ - Ce-^‘ (2)W

and for a negative step change (turn lights off) by:
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— = Ae~^^ + CeW (3)
-Dt

where Q — cooling load due to lighting

W = lighting power

t = time

A,B,C,D = regression coefficients

Cooling load due to cyclic operation of the lighting system is given by:

%(T) = aiW(r-l) + a^W{T-2) + b^Q{T-l) - b^Q(T-2) (4)

where T = discrete time step

apa2yhiyb2 = weighting factors

a-^ = Ae~^ + A + Ce~^ + C - e~^ - e~^

02 = e~^~^ - Ae~^ - Ce~^

= e~^ + e~^

b2 = e-^-^

4.2.1 Four Lamp Parabolic Luminaire

The four lamp parabolic luminaires were the first fixtures tested. The initial room

configuration was uncarpeted and unfurnished. Air was supplied to the room at ceiling

height through two perforated supply air diffusers. Return air left the conditioned space via

the plenum through either a ceiling grill, luminaire side slots or lamp compartment.

Figure 38 presents the cooling load regression curves for lamp compartment return. Similar

results are shown in figure 39 for ceiling grill return and figure 40 for side slot return. Each

plot includes three airflow rates, low (nominally 120 cfm or .0566 m^/s), medium (nominally

160 cfm or .0755 m^/s), and high (nominally 200 cfm or .0944 m^/s). Despite the wide
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Table 4 Measured Cooling Load Results

4x4 Parabolic 40W Side Slot Retum/Unfumished/No Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Very Low 0.75383 .24684 .24617 4.28598 .407671 -.191947 .795026 .010750
Low 0.72832 .24733 .27168 5.54895 .43021 -.211946 .784775 .003039
Medium 0.62282 .22851 .37718 2.94023 .484476 -.290991 .848572 .042057

4x4 Parabolic 40 W Ceiling
:

Grill Retum/Unfumished/No Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Low 0.6633 .2245 . 3367 2.88835 .451336 -.261445 .854584 . 044474
Medium 0.5409 .1833 . 4591 1.8362 .476500 -.335719 .991940 .132722
High 0.5708 .2048 . 4292 2.4340 .497272 -.328320 .902496 .071447

4x4 Parabolic 40W Lamp Compartment Retum/Unfumished/No Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Low 0.6286 .1856 .3714 1.6686 .407868 -.,270407 1.019117 .156578
Medium 0.5853 .1838 .4147 3.0075 .492478 -,.332877 .881517 .041118
High 0.63385 .2237 .36615 4.243 .487943 - .290377 .813919 .011485

4x4 Parabolic 40W Lamp Compartment Retum/Unfumished/With Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Low 0.4812 .1414 .5188 2.420 0.536118 -.415985 .957064 .077197
Medium 0.48355 .16515 .50645 3.333 .563512 -.416711 .883452 .030253
High 0.5308 .2017 .4692 4.282 .559674 -.379537 .831155 .011292

4x4 Parabolic 40W Side Slot Retum/Unfumished/Uith Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Very low 0.4832 .1126 .5163 2.136 .506262 -.412850 1.011634 .105547
Low 0.497 .1669 .503 2.982 .553899 -.407975 .896976 .042899
High 0.4836 .1818 .5164 5.116 .593691 -.438457 .839768 .005003

4x2 Acrylic 40W Ceiling Grill Return, Sealed Ltiminaires/Unfumished w/Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Low 0.4218 .1157 .5783 1.6449 .512863 -.4246 1.08377 .171942
Medium 0.3775 .1242 .6225 1.7945 .563125 -.46574 1.04941 .146798
High 0.4114 .1524 .5886 2.1926 .581050 -.455474 .970271 .095847
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4x2 Acrylic 40W Lamp Compartment Retum/Unfumished w/Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Low 0.4732 .1319 .5268 1.9111 .50735 .402058 1.02435 .129639
Medium 0.4472 .1533 .5528 2.0510 .545266 .421417 .986479 .110328
High 0.4449 .1931 .5552 2.6910 .595764 .431972 .89243 .055905

4x2 Acrylic 40W Ceiling Grill Retum/Unfumished w/Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 Bl B2
Low 0.4683 .1388 .5317 2.0243 .522160 ,409681 1.002488 .114968
Medium 0.4106 .1350 .5894 1.9415 .556680 ,448516 1.017204 .125368
High 0.4366 .1671 .5634 2.4887 .583814 - .442704 .92913 .070243
Very High 0.4494 .2945 .5506 3.7720 .652573 - .403346 .76791 .017137

4x4 Acrylic 40W Ceiling Grill Retum/Unfumished/With Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Very low 0.5516 .1577 .4484 2.109 .474458 ,346269 .975465 .103654
Medium 0.4617 .18524 .5383 2.15335 .553881 - .404410 .946991 .096463

4x4 Acrylic 40W Lamp Compartment Retum/Unfumished/With Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Low 0.60545 .17005 .39455 2 .2035 .445664 -.306553 .954039 .093149

4x4 Acrylic 40W Ceiling Grill Return, Perforated Supply/Unfumished/Vith
Carpet

Airflow A B C D al a2 bl b2
Very low 0.59975 .16155 .40025 1.9947 .435263 - .306383 .986878 .115758

Low 0.5486 .1841 .4514 2.035 .484656 ,338483 .962533 .108707
Medium 0.4895 .2025 .5105 1.9478 .527441 .370266 .959274 .116449
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range of airflows, the cooling load regressions vary only a small amount, except for the lamp

compartment return. As would be expected, the higher airflow rates cause a faster initial

rise in cooling load, due to convective heat transfer to the return air. About 24 hours were

required to reach a new equilibrium condition.

The lack of sensitivity of cooling load to airflow rate is due to the type of supply diffuser,

and the heat transfer characteristics of the room. With the two perforated supply diffusers,

supply air enters the conditioned space at low velocity. Changing airflow rate has only a

small effect on room convective heat transfer. Since heat storage in the room components

occurs until convective heat loss equals radiant heat gain and the rate of heat storage

determines the cooling load pickup, airflow rate has a small effect on cooling load.

The effect of airflow rate on cooling load is greatest for lamp compartment return because

the return air passes near the lamps, influencing convective heat transfer. Figures 41 and 42

show the cooling load regressions for the four lamp parabolic lens luminaires with carpet, for

lamp compartment return and side slot returns, respectively. The effect of airflow rate is

more noticeable than for the no carpet configuration. This is primarily due to the reduction

in the rate of convective heat transfer to the floor slab, and the increase in total heat storage

in the slabs.

Ceiling grill return and lamp compartment return are compared in figures 43, 44 and 45 for

the three airflow rates, without carpet. The cooling load pickup for the lamp compartment

return are slightly slower than for the ceiling grill return. This is due to greater heat storage

in the plenum and ceiling slab with lamp compartment return. When the return air passes

through the lamp compartment, heat is extracted from the luminaires and dumped into the

plenum.

The effect of carpet is demonstrated in figures 46, 47 and 48, for lamp compartment return

and three airflow rates. The initial pickup of cooling load is faster with carpet, as the carpet

absorbs radiant energy from the lights and transfers heat to the room air by convection. The

long term cooling load is slower with carpet, especially at the lowest airflow, due to the

insulating effect of the carpet, which allows more heat storage in the slabs.

4.2.2 Four Lamp Acrylic Lens Luminaires

The four lamp acrylic lens luminaire was tested with carpet. Figure 49 shows the cooling

load pickup for lamp compartment return at very low airflow. Figure 50 presents the results

for ceiling grill return at low and high airflow rates. Figure 5 1 compares lamp compartment

and ceiling griU returns at the lowest airflow rates. As was the case with the parabolic

luminaires, the pickup of cooling load with lamp compartment return is slower than ceiling

grill return. Figures 52 and 53 compare the acrylic and parabolic luminaires at low and high

airflow rates. The pickup of cooling load is faster initially for the parabolic luminaire, but

slower at later times. Evidently, the open cell diffuser design allows greater convective heat

transfer initially, and more heat storage in the long term.
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4.2.3 Two Lamp Acrylic Lens Luminaires

The two lamp acrylic lens luminaire was tested under a variety of configurations. Both the

perforated and louvered supply air diffusers were used, as w^ell as with and without

furnishings.

Figure 54 presents the cooling load regressions for the ceiling grill return with perforated

supply diffuser, for three airflow rates. The pickup of cooling load is noticeably faster at the

high airflow rate, 200 cfm (.0944 m^/s). A similar airflow' rate effect is shown in figure 55

for the same configuration except louvered supply air diffuser. The effect of airflow rate is

stronger still for lamp compartment return.

Figure 56 shows the cooling load regressions for the lamp compartment return at three

airflow rates, for the acrylic lens luminaire, with carpet and w’ithout furnishings, but with

louvered supply diffuser. The effect of airflow rate is noticeably larger than the previous

results for the perforated diffuser. Flow visualizations using smoke generators indicated that

air velocity leaving the single louvered supply was much greater than for the two perforated

air diffusers. The supply air w'as also directed along the ceiling by the louvered supply,

rather than being dumped at low velocity into the center of the room.

Figures 57 and 58 show the effect of airflow’ rate on cooling loads with and w'ithout

furnishings for the ceiling grill return, with the louvered supply air diffuser. The effect of

airflow' rate is similar for the two conditions. The influence of the furnishings is described

below.

One additional configuration was tested, that of ceding grill return with sealed luminaires.

The effect of airflow rate was similar for this configuration, as is shown in figure 59.

Returning to the effect of furnishings, figures 60 and 61 compare the cooling load

regressions for identical configurations except for the presence of furnishings. Figure 60

compares the results for airflow' rates of low' and very high, while figure 61 compares the

medium and high airflow rates. In all cases, the pickup of cooling load is faster with the

furnishings than without. This is due to the absorption of radiation by the furnishings and

the subsequent convective heat transfer to the room air. While the furnishings add additional

thermal mass to the room, this mass does not heat up much since it is in contact with the

room air. Thus, the shading effect of the furnishings more than compensate for the

additional heat storage capacity.

4.3 Cooling Load Profiles

Whde the previous section presented the cooling load regression results, which are useful for

understanding the physical processes occurring during transient testing, the cooling load

profile with cyclic operation of the lighting system is of greater interest to the building

designer. Lighting systems are rarely left on until equilibrium conditions occur. More
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typically, the lighting system will be switched on in the morning and off in the evening.

Under these conditions, both the shape of the cooling load profile, which determines energy

for cooling, and the peak cooling load, which is related to equipment sizing, are of interest.

The results of the regression analysis were used to generate cooling load profiles for a twelve

hour on — twelve hour off lighting schedule. The cooling load profiles were plotted for each

configuration. In addition, peak cooling loads due to lighting were determined for lights-on

times of four, six, eight, ten and twelve hours per 24 hour period.

This section presents the cooling load profile results, while the following section shows the

peak cooling load results.

4.3.1 Four Lamp Parabolic Luminaire

Figures 62, 63 and 64 present the cooling load profiles as functions of airflow rate for each

of the return air configurations, without carpet, but with the perforated supply air diffuser.

Airflow rate has the greatest effect for lamp compartment return (figure 62), while ceiling

grill (figure 63) and side slots (figure 64) do not show much sensitivity to airflow rate.

Similar results with carpet, figures 65 and 66, show a greater effect of airflow rate.

4.3.2 Four Lamp Acrylic Luminaire

Figures 67 and 68 present the cooling load profiles for lamp compartment return and ceiling

grill return, respectively. Both configurations are carpeted. Cooling loads are about 5

percent higher at the greater airflow rate with ceiling grill return.

4.3.3 Two Lamp Acrylic Luminaire

Figure 69 presents the cooling load profiles for ceiling grill return with the perforated supply

diffuser. Airflow rate exerts about a five percent effect. Similar results are seen for lamp

compartment return in figure 70, although for the louvered supply diffuser. The ceiling grill

results with the louvered supply diffuser, without and with furnishings are shown in figures

71 and 72, respectively. The wider range of airflows produces a ten percent effect. In

contrast, the ceiling grill sealed luminaire results (figure 73) show only about a three percent

variation in cooling load profile over the range of airflows.

This lack of sensitivity to airflow rate is due to the fact that the luminaires are sealed and

thus are not strongly influenced by changes in airflow rate.

4.4 Peak Cooling Loads due to Lighting

Figure 74 summarizes the peak cooling loads due to lighting for the acrylic lens luminaire

with lamp compartment return. It includes all of the airflow rates and both the two lamp and

four lamp luminaires. Peak cooling loads vary from 60 to 95 percent of lighting power as
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lighting system on time varies from U\’o to 12 hours. For any fixed lights-on period, peak

cooling loads van’ from 5 to 10 percent. The tv,’o and four lamp luminaires perform

similarly, except for the short on-times where the four lamp fixtures are as much as five

percent below the two lamp fixtures. That is, the ratio of cooling load to lighting load is

five percent less, while the absolute cooling load is greater due to the greater lighting power.

Similar results are seen for the ceiling grill return in figure 75. At the woiy high airflow,

only a t^^’o percent peak cooling load reduction occurs for the twelve hour lights on period.

The other airflow rates have peak load reductions of five to ten percent.

The four lamp parabolic luminaire results are shown in figures 76, 77 and 78 v^ithout carpet,

and figures 79 and 80 with carpet. For the uncarpeted configurations, little sensitivity of

peak cooling load to airflow rate is seen, except for lamp compartment return and verv’ short

lights-on periods. However, with carpeting, peak cooling loads varied by about five percent

for the lamp compartment return, and over five percent for the side slot return.

Figures 81 and 82 show' peak cooling loads for unfurnished and furnished configurations, for

otherwise identical conditions. The effect of airflow' is similar for the tw’o conditions, but the

peak cooling loads are greater for the furnished room by about tw’o to four percent.

5. Conclusions

An extensive series of measurements of the interaction of lighting and HVAC systems under

tv'pical operating conditions have highlighted and quantified a number of effects. These

effects influence both lighting system efficiency and cooling loads due to lighting.

Understanding the interactions between the lighting and H\"AC systems is essential for

designing efficient lighting systems and controlling peak cooling loads due to lighting. By
taking advantage of these interactions, energy and cost savings can be achieved while

maintaining adequate lighting conditions.

One major finding is that w'hile lamp light output, pow'er input and efficiency varv' with

temperature over a large range, the range of lamp temperatures w’hich can be expected to

occur under tvpical operating conditions is ver\’ limited for a particular luminaire ty’pe. The

possible range of lamp temperatures varies with luminaire type, but for a particular luminaire

minimum lamp temperatures elevation above room temperature w'lQ lie within a band of

about 6 to 10 'F (3.3 to 5.5 °C) for an extreme range of operating conditions. That is, as

airflow rate, air temperature and airflow configuration are varied, minimum lamp

temperature elevation over room air temperature varies only 6 to 10 ’F (3.3 to 5.5°C).

Thus, a 4-lamp fixture with an acrv’lic lens w’ill always operate on the too w’arm side of the

lamp efficiency curve. Energy efficiency and light output can be improved using lamp

compartment return, but optimum lamp temperatures cannot be achieved under reasonable

operating conditions. At the other extreme, a 2-lamp luminaire with 34\V lamps wiQ always

be too cool if lamp compartment return is used. The implication for design is that each

luminaire type has a particular limited range of operating temperatures. The luminaire tvpe
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and HVAC design must be selected so that the optimum lamp temperature can be achieved.

Methods for doing this are described in the detailed results.

Another finding is that airflow rate has a limited impact on cooling load profiles, and thus,

peak cooling loads due to lighting. Peak cooling loads are primarily dependent on the long

term heat storage characteristics of the room, primarily the floor and ceiling slabs. Unless

other methods of external heat storage are implemented, such as rock beds or ice storage, or

control strategies are used, peak cooling loads cannot be altered to a great extent.

The use of carpet is beneficial because it allows the floor slab to heat up more, thereby

storing more heat and slowing down the pickups of cooling load. The plenum area is the

best place to store the heat from the lighting system for a number of reasons. First, both the

lighting system (heat source) and floor slabs (heat storage) are in contact with the plenum.

Second, there may be other structural elements in the plenum for additional heat storage.

Third, the plenum can heat up without disturbing the building occupants in the conditioned

space.

The effect of furnishings, such as desks, chairs and file cabinets, is to slightly speed up the

pickup of cooling load due to lights. The furnishings absorb radiant energy from the lighting

system and transfer it to the room air by convection. Although the furnishings add more

thermal mass to the room, it is in the conditioned space where it cannot heat up much,

thereby allowing little additional heat storage.
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C#llinQ Slab

Figure 1. Energy distribution fractions from a typical luminaire
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COOUNQ UOAD WIJH CYCPC MGHTINQ

Figure 2. Cooling load profile with cyclic lighting
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MINIMUM LAMP WALLTEMPERATlffLE fF)

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of fluorescent lamps
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Figure 4. Cut-away schematic view of lighting test facility
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Figure 5. Typical transient test of cooling due to lighting
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ITB, CG. 4X2 ACRL. 40W. CARPET. 75F. 200 CFM

COOLING LOAD. LIGHTING POWEK (WATTS): ROOM AIR FLOW (CFM)

Figure 6. Measured cooling load, lighting power and airflow rate for lights-on test
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Figure 7. Measured room and plenum air temperatures for lights-on test
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Figure 8. Measured floor and ceiling surface temperatures for lights-on test
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ITB. CG. 4X2 ACRU 40W. CARPET. 75F, 200 CFM
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Figure 9. Measured room and plenum wall temperatures for lights-on test
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ITB. CG. 4X2 ACRL. 40W, CARPET. 75F. 200 CFM
MINIMUM LAMP WALL SURFACE TEMPERATURE

Figure 10. Measured lamp temperatures for lights-on test
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Figure 11. Double exponential curve fit to measured cooling load due to lighting
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Figure 12. Minimum lamp wall temperatures for the four lamp acrylic lens luminaire
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Figure 13. Elevation of minimum lamp wall temperature above room air temperature for the four

lamp acrylic lens luminaire
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
4x4 UkMP ACRYUC LENS. 40W, CEIL, GRILL

REL, LP
MLWT, DEG F

+ REL, LD REL LE

Figure 14. Lighting power, light output and luminous efficacy for the four lamp acrylic lens

luminaire with ceiling grill return
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Figure 15. Lighting power, light output and luminous efficacy for the four lampacrylic lens
luminaire with lamp compartment return
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Figure 16. Luminous efficacy for the four lamp acrylic lens luminaire with ceiling grill or lamp

compartment return
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Figure 17. Minimum lamp wall temperatures for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaire
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Figure 18. Elevation of minimum lamp wall temperature above room air temperature for the four
lamp parabolic diffuser luminaire
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Figure 19. Lighting power, light output and luminous efficacy for the four lamp parabolic diffuser
luminaire with ceiling grill return
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
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Figure 20. Lighting power, light output and luminous efficacy with side slot return
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Figure 21. Lighting power, light output and luminous efficacy for the four lamp parabolic diffuser

luminaire with lamp compartment return
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Luminous efficacy for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaire with ceiling grill, side
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Figure 23. Minimum lamp wall temperature for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling
grill or lamp compartment return
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Figure 24. Elevation of minimum lamp wall temperature above room air temperature for four

two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires
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Figure 25. Lighting power, light output, and luminous efficacy for four two-lamp acrylic lens

luminaires with ceiling grill return
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
4x2 UkMP ACRYLIC LENS, 40W, LAMP COMP.

MLWT, DEO F
REL. LP + REL LD C- REL, LE

Figure 26. Lighting power, light output, and luminous efficacy for four two-lamp acrylic lens

luminaires with lamp compartment return
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Figure 27. Luminous efficacy for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling grill and lamp

compartment return
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Figure 28. Minimum lamp wall temperature for three two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling

grill or lamp compartment return
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Figure 29. Elevation of minimum lamp wall temperature above room air temperature for three

tw’o-lamp acrylic lens luminaires
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
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Figure 30. Lighting power, light output, and luminous efficacy for three two-lamp acrylic lens

luminaires with ceiling grill return
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
3X2 LAMP ACRYUC LENS, 40W. UVMP COMP

MLVrr, DEG F
REL, LP + REL, LO O REL. LE

Figure 31. Lighting power, light output, and luminous efficacy for three two-lamp acrylic lens

luminaires with lamp compartment return
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Figure 32. Luminous efficacy for three two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling grill and lamp

compartment return
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Figure 33. Minimum lamp wall temperature for three two 34-watt lamp acrylic lens luminaires with

ceiling grill or lamp compartment return
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Figure 34. Elevation of minimum lamp wall temperature above room air temperature for three two

34-watt lamp acrylic lens luminaires
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Figure 35. Lighting power, light output, and luminous efficacy for three two 34-watt lamp acrylic

lens luminaires with ceiling grill return
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
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Figure 36. Lighting power, light output, and luminous efficacy for three two 34-watt lamp acrylic

lens luminaires with lamp compartment return
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Figure 37. Luminous efficacy for three two 34-watt lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling grill

and lamp compartment return
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COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 PARA 40W LC NO CARPET
EFFECT OF AIRFLOW, RETURN PATH

TIME. HOURS

AVG 1 20 AVG 1 60 AVG 200

Figure 38. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with lamp
compartment return
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COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 PARA 40W CG NO CARPET
EFFECT OF AlRFLijW

TIME. HOURS

AVG 1 20 AVG 1 60 AVG 200

Figure 39. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with ceiling

grill return



COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 PARA 40VV SS
EFFECT OF AJRFLOW

TIME, HOURS

AVG 1 20 AVG 1 AVG 200

Figure 40. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with side

slot return
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COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 PARA 40W CARPET LC
EFFECT OF A)ran_OW

TIME, HOURS

120 OEM 160 CFM 20D CFM

Figure 41. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with lamp

compartment return, carpet
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COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 40W PARA SS CARPET
EFFECT OF AIRFLOW

TIME. HOURS

120 160 200

Figure 42. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with side slot

return, carpet
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cooling/lighting

4x4 PARA 40W NO CARPET 120 CFM
L>MP COUP vs CEL CRILL RETURN

TIME, HOURS

LC CG

Figure 43. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires, 120 cfm airflow

lamp compartment and ceiling grill return



COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 PARA 40W NO CARPET 1 60 CFM
LAMP COMP VS CEL GRILL RETURN

TIME. HOURS

- LC CG

Figure 44. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires, 160 cfm airflow,

lamp compartment and ceiling grill return



COOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 PARA 40W NO CARPET 200 CFM

Figure 45. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires, 200 cfm airflow,
lamp compartment and ceiling grill return
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COOLING/

LIGHTING

4x4 PARA LC RETURN 120 CFM
EFFECT OF CARPET

TIME. HOURS

no corpet carpet

Figure 46. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires, 120 cfm airflow,

lamp compartment return, with and without carpet
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LIGHTING

4x4 PARA LC RETURN 160 CFM
EFFECT OF CARPET

TIME. HOURS

no carpet carpet

Figure 47. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires, 160 cfm airflow,

lamp compartment return, with and without carpet
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Figure 48. Cooling load regression for the four lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires, 200 cfm airflow,

lamp compartment return, with and without carpet
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C^rOLING/LIGHTING

4x4 ACRYLIC 40W LC CARPET
LOW AJFFLOW

TIME, HOURS

96 cfm

Figure 49. Cooling load regression for the four lamp acrylic lens luminaires, low air flow (96 cfm),

lamp compartment return, carpet
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COOLING/

LIGHTING

4x4 ACRYLIC CG RETURN CARPET
EFFECT OF AIRFLOW

TIME, HOURS

AVG 1 20 AVG 200

Figure 50. Cooling load regression for the four lamp acrylic lens luminaires, 120 and 200 cfm

flow, ceiling grill return, carpet
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Figure 51. Cooling load regression for the four lamp acrylic lens luminaires, 120 cfm air flow,

ceiling grill and lamp compartment return.
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COOLING/

LIGHTING

4x4 40W ACRYLIC VS PARABOLIC
1 20 CFM LC RETURN
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PARA ACRYL

Figure 52. Cooling load regression for the four lamp acrylic lens and parabo
120 cfm air flow, lamp compartment return

40

ic diffuser luminaires,
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COOLING/

LIGHTING

4x4 40W PARA VS ACRYLIC ^

200 CFM

TIME, HOURS

ACRYL PARA

Figure 53. Cooling load regression for the four lamp acrylic lens
200 cfin air flow, ceiling grill return

and parabolic diffuser luminaires,
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EFFECT OF AIF?FLOW
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Figure 54. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, ceiling grill return,

carpet, effect of air flow ceiling grill return
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DOLING/LIGHTING
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4x2 Acriic 40w CG Carpet Unfurn
EFFECT OF AIRFLOW

TIME, HOURS
o/g 171 o/g 214 ovg 128

Figure 55. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, ceiling grill return,

carpet, effect of air flow
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COOLING/LIGHTING

1

4x2 Acrylic 40w LC Carpet Unfurn
EFFECT OF AIRFLOW

Figure 56. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, lamp compartment

return, carpet, effect of air flow
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COOLING/LiGHTING

4x2 Acriic 40w CG Carpet Unfurn
EFFECT OF AIRFLOW

TIME. HOURS
o^g 171 cvg 321 c>/g 214 cvg 128

Figure 57. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, ceiling grill return,

carpet, unfurnished
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Figure 58. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, ceiling grill return,

carpet, furnished
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4x2 Acrylic 40w CGS Carpei Unfurn
effect of airflow

TIME. HOURS
128 171 214

Figure 59. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, sealed ceiling grill

return, carpet, unfurnished
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LIC-r-TING

4x2 Acriic 40w CG Carpet
EFFECT OF FURNISHINGS

* 1 23u ty/g 321 u
TIME. HOURS
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Figure 60. Ccx)ling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, ceiling grill return,
carpet, effect of furnishings



COOLING/LIGHTING

4x2 Acrlic 40w CG Carpet
EFFECT OF FURNISHINGS

TIME. HOURS
ch/g 1 71 f avg 1 71 u ovg 214f ovg 21 4u

Figure 61. Cooling load regression for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires, ceiling grill return,

carpet, effect of furnishings
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Figure 74. Peak cooling load factor for four fixture acrylic lens luminaires with lamp compartment
return, carpet
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Figure 75. Peak cooling load factor for four fixture acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling grill return,

carpet
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Figure 76. Peak cooling load factor for four four-lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with ceiling

grill return
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Figure 77. Peak cooling load factor for four four-lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with lamp

compartment return
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Figure 78. Peak cooling load factor for four four-lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with side slot

return
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Figure 79. Peak cooling load factor for four four-lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with lamp
compartment return, carpet
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Figure 80. Peak ccx)ling load factor for four four-lamp parabolic diffuser luminaires with side slot

return, carpet
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Figure 81. Peak cooling load factor for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling grill

return, carpet
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Figure 82. Peak cooling load factor for four two-lamp acrylic lens luminaires with ceiling grill

return, carpet, furnished
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